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Hello and a warm 

welcome 
 

In July we received the sad news that 

Club Member Les Hunt had passed 

away.  He had just completed a 

memorable cruise along the Leicester 

Arm and River Soar so somehow it 

seems right that he was found on the 

boat he loved. 

 

A good many members have known Les 

for quite a few years through the Lea 

and Stort IWA branch where he served 

on the committee before he joined the 

Stort Boat Club.  He was also a member 

of "Canalability", the charity boats 

based at Burnt Mill Lock in Harlow and 

the NSBC.  

 

Les's career was varied - one element 

included acting.  I recall spotting him in 

one of the TV Waitrose adverts walking 

across the road looking rather bemused 

with a small dog on a leash.  He also 

appeared in films and TV productions. 

 

Robbie and I saw Les at the Ware 

Festival this year completely unaware of 

what was to follow those few weeks 

later.  

 

Our thoughts are with his sisters, 

nephews and nieces.              
Sue - Editor. 

 
 

Left to right:  John Shacklock, Robbie 

Barrett, Les Hunt and Banny Banyard.  

 

WARE FESTIVAL 
Here are a few more photos I took of the 

Ware Festival.  As per usual it was an 

amazing weekend all thanks to Craig, Banny 

and many more besides! 

 

 
Spot Tara Rose and Nimrod in the 

foreground.  
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Our Vice Commodore George Cutting 

battling against a strong wind in the Boat 

Handling Competition on Tugby.  

 

 
 

This shot shows George on Tugby still in 

reverse and Graham Smith on Tintagel 

about to manoeuvre round. 

 

 
 

Oasis and Cygnet nestled in tightly but Bob 

and Bunty Langley and Derek and Maureen 

Long were nowhere to be seen! 

 

 
Lea and Stort IWA Chairman, Craig Haslam 

(and SBC Member) with one of the 

wonderful volunteers who were on boat 

safety duty.  

Sue 
 

 

SHOTS PAST AND PRESENT 
 

 
 
1984 
Harlow Boat Festival took place in May 
1984 when the Lea and Stort 
Development Forum (the forerunner of 
CRT London Forums) organised a weekend 
for local boaters all through Harlow Park.   
 
The old Moorhen building was a large hall 
available for hire.  Directly outside the Hall 
along the bank, there were rowing boats 
and canoes for hire.  From Burnt Mill lock 
to Feakes lock we were always on the 
lookout for little "noddy boats" on the 
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wrong side of the river especially on the 
bends! 
 
The centre cockpit Dawncraft in the 
picture called Juterna Mist was owned by 
a friend of ours and the owner, with 
Robbie onboard as crew, were taking part 
in a boat handling competition!   
 
The huge mound of earth where I took 
these photos from in 1984 and again in 
2008 came about because of the Harlow 
Park Festival in 1984 and were from river 
bed dredgings. The mound was supposed 
to be "temporary" with the then BWB 
removing the soil at a later date.  It's 
strange how the mound of soil is still 
there in 2016, unless you can say 
otherwise?! 
 
Sue 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
May 2008 
This shot was taken in 2008 but it is the 
Moorhen pub as we know it today in 
2016.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

************************************** 
 

RIVERS LEE AND STORT NEWS 
 
Early August a large branch of a tree fell on top of a narrowboat as it was 
approaching Bishops Stortford.  Hertfordshire Fire and Rescue Service were called 
out and used water rescue equipment to release the branch.   CRT were called and 
a team cleared the partially obstructed waterway.   
(That must have been quite a shock for the boat owner! Editor) 
 
 
In mid August one narrowboat sunk in Stonebridge electric lock and  because the 
manual lock was also out of action the whole river was closed to traffic for quite some 
time.  
 

 

For those of you thinking about new 
curtains or blinds for your boat, the huge 
warehouse of Chelford Fabrics based at 

Gamlingay has now closed. 
 

However, their Harpenden warehouse is 
still open and the address is 

Chelford House, 
Coldharbour Lane, 

Harpenden, Herts AL5 4UN 
Tel. 01582 763636. 
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Rumour has it that Bellway Homes has put in a temporary water point at Waltham 
Abbey.   Perhaps a member(s) can confirm this? 
 
 
Over 70 boats from all parts of the canal system gathered in July for a cruise around 
the Olympic Park jointly organised by IWA North & East London Branch, CRT, 
London Legacy and St Pancras Cruising Club.   The cruise gave boaters an 
opportunity to explore the Bow Back Rivers following their redevelopment.  
 

 

EAST LONDON WATERWAYS FESTIVAL 2017 
 
Carpenters Road Lock in the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park is currently being 
restored and so as part of the celebrations a Cavalcade will be held over the Whitsun 
Bank Holiday weekend 26-28 May 2017.  In addition (weather permitting) a tidal 
cruise along Bow Creek and the tidal Thames is scheduled.    
 
Anyone interested in the cruise must send their boat name and index number to: 
waterways@londonlegacy.co.uk. 

 
 

Cutting Vegetation - CRT London are inviting us all to let them know where we would like to 
see a cutback or branches removed on the offside.  Report your ideas to:- 
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/about-us/our-regions/london-waterways/winter-tree-and-
vegetation-works-your-suggestions-for-offside-tree-works. 
NB CRT London may not necessarily be able to satisfy everyone as there will often be a 
number of factors to consider, but they are definitely keen to hear our ideas! 
 
 
The entire length of the Limehouse Cut is being adopted by a group of local 
organisations.  They will also look after the length of waterway from Limehouse 
Basin all the way to Three Mills, incorporating a small section of the River Lee - a 
total of over three miles. 
 
 
 

************************* 

A Hidden Waterways Museum 

Bob & Bunty on a recent visit to Yorkshire for a Silver wedding anniversary party, 

stopped overnight in Goole.  There is an active port/dock here, although 50 miles 

from the open sea. It used to be a shipbuilding centre, but this ceased in the mid 

1980’s. 

Hidden in the docks and sandwiched between the Dutch River and the Aire & 

Calder navigation, is a small museum open at 9am each day with free entry.  If in 
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the area, it’s well worth visiting. Boat trips around the docks are only a small 

charge, and last for nearly an hour. 

The two above mentioned waters flow into the Ouse which in turn flow into the 

River Humber before meeting the North Sea at Spurn Point. On the way it has 

flowed past Hull and under the Humber Bridge. 

 

 

Bob and Bunty 

Oasis 

 
 

********************************** 
 

 
BERKHAMSTED GREMLINS 

 
I have been told by an American e-mail friend that I should avoid 
Berkhamsted...    From past emails she observed that if something is going to 
go wrong, it's there.   
 
Heading for Cowley Peachey we received news that a boat had sunk in 
Boxmoor lock, but fortunately raised and removed just hours before we 

arrived.  Ah, perhaps things are going accordingly to plan, but alas, no, we hear that 
Cowroast locks have been closed for 3 days.  Phew, luck again - open.  Great, head for 
Berkhamsted full of confidence when the engine suddenly stalled which we discovered was 
due to a tyre, dress and other unrecognisable items wrapped around the prop.  Finally clear, 
a green warning light started flashing on the dash board which meant STOP.  We couldn't 
cure it so as it was now late and STOP meant STOP, we stayed on the lock landing which 
was fortunately long thus no inconvenience to other boaters should they come along.  Early 
morning we moved the boat the short distance to the Old Mill and asked if we could use their 
mooring.  That night we ate in there (highly recommend it) and they kindly offered to take my 
freezer goods should we lose our electricity.  The next day they gave us coffee when we 
were warming ourselves in the pub, plus suggested I charge any phones etc.  How kind is 
that?     
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RCR were called out who removed the alternator (which was newly fitted) and took it to be 
tested.  Nothing wrong which was exactly what we anticipated.  They admitted they didn't 
have the skills to find out what was wrong and said they would bring us a generator.  A 
couple of hours later, it arrived but did it work?  No, the Gremlin was being nasty once again.  
By now we were freezing as there was snow and sleet.  At 9pm Richard touched something 
behind the control panel and the light went out.  He couldn't get to it to fix permanently but at 
least knew what to wiggle.  Bit of luck no boats around and as we were on a private mooring  
we ran the engine for 2 hours to charge batteries but it couldn't be heard from the pub.  So 
happy we weren't disturbing anyone and urgent as the fridge/freezer would soon drop out 
and we couldn't work the heating as the electric pump wouldn't kick in.  Not at all happy and 
even my love couldn't keep me warm.   
 
The outcome, when time permitted to get at it, Richard permanently cured the fault. 
 
Mimi Alderman. 
 
 

**************************** 
 
 
 

GENERAL WATERWAYS NEWS 

 
On Monday night, 5th October, two dogs were rescued from a blazing narrowboat 

moored close to the ICC in Birmingham.   Firefighters had to force entry and 

managed to rescue a pair of husky dogs from the unattended boat.  The dogs 

were led to safety after their owners returned and discovered the fire.   The fire 

caused 100% smoke damage and 60% fire damage to the boat.   An investigation 

confirmed the fire was accidental.   

 
 
Sadly another summer has gone by with several incidents of narrowboats being 
caught on lock cills around the system.  Tragically there has been one fatality, boater 
Allen Green rescued his elderly mother and dog before he himself drowned.   An 
experienced boater, Allen is believed to have returned to the boat to salvage items 
but could not escape in time as it filled with water.  An inquest was opened and 
adjourned until December.  CRT checked Lock 5 of the Droitwich Junction Canal but 
found no problem with the lock.  
 
 

A stolen boat has been found thanks to two sharp eyed CRT enforcement 

officers who became suspicious of an unidentified boat displaying only a 

name and sent details to their local team.  When a member of CRT rang the 

owner (who said the boat was moored in a marina), it was obvious that 

someone had taken it away from its mooring.  The theft was reported to the 

police.   
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Two monster catfish have been found at Soulbury Locks on the GU in 
Buckinghamshire.   They were found while CRT were carrying out a fish 
population survey.  The non-native fish are so called because of their prominent 
barbels which resemble cat's whiskers.  The catfish are believed to be around 15 
to 20 years old and the biggest was around 1 metre long and weighed nearly 
20kg.  The fish have now found a more suitable home.  
 
 
I must confess I am a huge fan of canal artist Harley Crossley who was always a 
popular attraction at waterways festivals.  Sadly Harley died a couple of years ago, 
so I was interested to see that there is a new book out, The Canals of Harley 
Crossley: An Artist's View of Boats and Waterways, compiled by his wife 
Barbara.  The publisher is Amberley (paperback, 128 pages) and is available from 
www.amberley-books.com priced at £19.99. 
 
 

The 50th Anniversary celebrations of the Historic Narrow Boat Club took 

place in Woking on the Basingstoke Canal in early August.  This event 

formed part of the Woking Canal Festival organised by the Basingstoke 

Canal Society.  

 

Therese Coffey. MP. has been appointed to be the new Waterways Minister in the latest 

government reshuffle. One of her major tasks will no doubt be overseeing the transfer 

of EA waterways, such as the R Thames, to the Canal & River Trust. 

 

 
 

She is MP for Suffolk Coastal but grew up in the north west of England. After graduating 

with a PhD in chemistry, she joined the international company Mars. She qualified as a 

chartered management accountant and became finance director of a Mars division, 

and has also worked at the BBC. She is an avid Liverpool football supporter, and, 

according to her website, is a CAMRA member.  

Bob Langley. 
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As from the end of 2016, work will commence on 16 miles of towpaths between 

Paddington and West Drayton.   This will provide better quality surfaces, wider paths, 

improved access points and new signs.  

 

 

Winter Stoppages : Check out:- 

 

https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/enjoy-the-waterways/boating/navigating-the-waterways-

boating/notice-and-stoppages  

 

 

*********************************** 
 

 

Bristol to Sharpness by Narrowboat 
 
Ask most boaters about the prospect of taking a narrowboat up the Severn Estuary from 
Bristol to Sharpness (or the other way around) and the chances are they will think you daft.  
The more timid will think you’re daft because the Bristol Channel is SEA and has the second 
HIGHEST TIDE in the world and 
that causes the SEVERN BORE 
and narrowboats aren’t made 
for that.  The more experienced 
will think you’re daft because 
you might have to wait in 
Bristol’s Floating Harbour (no it 
doesn’t float, only the boats do 
– which they didn’t always!) for 
days or weeks until the 
conditions are right – and then 
you might have to turn around 
and come all the way back 
down the K&A.  The more frugal 
will think you’re daft because you have to pay a pilot to take charge of the boat, and what 

about the cost of getting stuck 
in Bristol Harbour or, even 
worse, Portishead: but I’m 
getting too far ahead.  All those 
are true, but you’re only young 
once - even if that was a while 
ago and you’ve already 
forgotten the fact.  So, anyway, 
doing the Bristol to Sharpness 
run became an integral part of 
our cruising plan this summer, 
and we’re back again in one 
piece to tell the tale so it clearly 
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wasn’t too bad – in fact it was the 
undisputed highlight of our trip. 
The advice is to give the 
Gloucester Pilots a call about a 
week or so before your intended 
passage.  That we did, in 
expectation of making the trip 
sometime in the first week of 
August.  Now what I hadn’t 
appreciated is the pilots will not 
take a narrowboat out unless the 
conditions are absolutely benign – 

light wind and little swell – and such conditions are unusual even in August.  So having 
arrived in Bath, I took a call from the duty pilot to say that the weather conditions for our 
intended week were not looking good, but that if we could get to Bristol quickly then there 
seemed to be an opportunity to go on Tuesday.  Now I should explain for the uninitiated 
that you cannot go direct from Bristol to Sharpness in one go because you’d be fighting the 
Severn’s notorious tide at some 
point in your journey.  You have 
to go from Bristol along the 
Avon to an intermediate point 
(and nowadays everyone uses 
Portishead Marina) on one tide, 
and from there to Sharpness on 
a later tide.  So we set off from 
Saltford, between Bath and 
Bristol, on the Monday in 
expectation that we’d go 
straight through Bristol and 
onward to Portishead the same 

day.  However nearing Bristol I took 
another call to say that the forecast 
had worsened and there was no 
prospect of making the run at least 
for the next few days.  So with all 
those warnings from the ne’er-do-
well’s ringing in my ears I coughed 
up to stay until Friday (£100 
including lockage) and prepared to 
make the best of it. 
 
We moored up on one of the 

plentiful visitor moorings directly opposite the SS Great Britain and, as it was, thoroughly 
enjoyed Bristol – a great mix of old and new with plenty to see and do.  The open-top bus 
ride (2 days for the price of 1) comes highly recommended.  And to add to our joie de vivre 
the pilot called on Wednesday to say that the weather conditions for Friday and Saturday 
were looking good.  Whilst in Bristol Harbour, I handed over another £150 to the Diesel Bug 
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man to extract whatever muck he could from 
my fuel tank.  He didn’t find much, but I really 
didn’t relish the idea of my engine spluttering 
and dying somewhere between England, Wales 
and America. 
 
So, Friday morning we set off from Bristol onto 
the tidal Avon, straightway going under Brunel’s 
early masterpiece of the Avon Gorge Bridge and 
a couple of hours later emerging onto the 
estuary at Avonmouth.  Turn left at the 
lighthouse and an hour later you are in the very 
swanky Portishead Marina.  Hard to imagine 
that until the mid-1990’s this was just a couple 
of derelict coal-fired power stations, a timber 
wharf and a phosphorus processing factory.  

Tickled me that, with all those 
Tupperware gin palaces about, most 
strollers were commenting on the two 
colourful narrowboats moored there: 
almost made the £45 fee (including 
lockage) for one day in the marina 
bearable.  At least it gave us the 
opportunity of stocking up in the 
adjacent supermarket – Waitrose, as 
you might have guessed.  A  few hours 
after our arrival the tide had gone out, 
leaving nothing but mud as far as the 
eye could see and an appreciation of the estuary’s huge tidal range – and of the lock gates 
required to accommodate at least part of that range. 
 
Saturday dawned absolutely glorious weather, warm and still.  We made our way into the 
lock at the appointed time and soon were joined by our pilot, Bill.  Now I sensed that Bill 
was a ‘big boat’ man who bemoaned the dwindling commercial traffic beyond Avonmouth 
and only did leisure boats – and canal boats at that – under sufferance.  However we 
warmed to each other over the course of the trip and ended up good pals with plenty of 

common ground to share. 
 
Now another bit of explanation; there 
is still a fair amount of big commercial 
shipping coming up the Severn Estuary 
and most of it is headed for 
Avonmouth.  This main shipping lane, 
for some obscure reason, is called 
"King Road" and extends to within a 
couple of hundred metres of 
Portishead.  So leaving Portishead 
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heading for Sharpness in a 
narrowboat is a bit like entering 
a motorway from a side road at 
a blind bend on a bicycle.  You 
have to dash across King Road 
and only then turn right and 
head upstream.  Inevitably, 
then, the first thing we saw 
after leaving the lock was a car 
transporter heading straight for 
us doing 20 knots.  Bill, though, 
was absolutely confident that 
Annie & Walt’s engine wouldn’t 
let us down while Lorraine and I 
were keeping everything crossed.  Soon, though, we were safely across the shipping lane 

and turned towards the first (or second in 
terms of construction) of the Severn 
Bridges.  Passing through the central span, 
we realised that, although we were doing 
maybe 6 miles/hour over water, the tide 
was also running at 6 miles/hour.  Yeehaa!! 
 
It was between the two bridges that Bill’s 
expertise really came into its own.  We 
entered an area of water that was flat, but 
full of swirls and eddies.  Bill explained that 

the bed of the estuary is a very uneven and continuously shifting mix of sand, mud and rock.  
That unevenness coupled with the speed of the changing tide causes vertical currents that 
extend all the way to the surface.  Perhaps not so much on the day we passed through, but 
these eddies are so extreme they can easily spin a small boat around.  Or perhaps that was 
Bill justifying the £200 fee for his services! 

 
After the excitement of the 
"swirlies", the water became as 
flat as a mill pond and we criss-
crossed the estuary, under the 
second (or first depending on 
which way you look at it) 
bridge, past the passive 
concrete squareness of a now-
decommissioned nuclear power 
station and on towards 
Sharpness.  
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Here again Bill earned his fee; 
you have to arrive at Sharpness 
before high tide but not so early 
as to fight the turbulence caused 
at the lock entrance by water 
coming in fast over the shallows.  
The other boat that had set off 
the same time as us had gone 
roaring off (not that Annie & 
Walt could have gone roaring off 
in the same way) and was now 
having to kill time before going 
into the lock entrance.  We, 

though, arrived and went 
straight in.  Nice one, Bill! 
 
Throughout the passage Bill had 
been in contact with the 
Sharpness lock keeper, and 
there was talk of a ‘yacht’ 
intending to arrive for the same 
(one and only) locking up as us.  
I think we were all a bit 
surprised, though, when a twin-
masted wooden schooner 
seemingly straight out of 
‘Pirates of the Caribbean’ 
arrived complete with piratical crew. 

And as we tied Annie & Walt up 
against this boat (which was going 
into a traditional boat builders in 
Gloucester docks for repairs), we 
reflected on what a strange, exciting 
and wonderful world boating can be 
all in one day! 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Mike and Lorraine 
 
What a memorable trip you had Mike and Lorraine - very brave!  Editor. 
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RIVER THAMES NEWS 
 
Thames Charges 2017 
EA has announced they will not be increasing registration fees for 2017 (despite the 
lack of funding!) 

 
GO AHEAD FOR 3 NEW BRIDGES OVER THE THAMES 
Three new Thames river crossings in East London have been given the "green light" by 
London Mayor Sadiq Khan.  The crossings, completed within the next 5 - 10 years, include a 
new road tunnel at Silvertown, a Docklands Light Railway crossing at Gallions Reach and a 
tilting pedestrian and cycle bridge linking Rotherhithe and Canary Wharf.    Consideration is 
also being given to a further two crossings, one for London Overground running from 
Barking Riverside to Abbey Wood and a new ferry between North Greenwich and the Isle of 
Dogs. 
 

AWCC NEWS 

There will be NO increase in AWCC fees for 2017. 
 

**************************************** 

 
CLUB NOTICES AND EVENTS 
 
 
Mon 17 Oct 
 
Wed Oct 26 
 
 
 
Wed Nov 30 
 
 
 
Friday 6 - Sunday 
15 January 2017 
 
Wed Jan 11  
 
Sat 4 Feb 
 
 
 
Mon 20 Feb 
 

 
General Meeting.  New Inn Pub, Roydon.  8pm. 
 
Mid Week Lunch - 3 Horseshoes, Spellbrook 
From 12 noon Table booked for 12.30pm.  
Book in with Sue now! 
 
Mid Week Christmas Lunch - 3 Horseshoes, Spellbrook. 
See details below* 
 
 
London Boat Show - ExCel, London 
 
 
Mid Week Lunch - 3 Horseshoes, Spellbrook. 
 
SBC Birthday Lunch at Fanhams Hall, nr Ware, 
Herts.    Places are still available if you have not as 
yet booked in with Sue Barrett. 
 
Stort Boat Club AGM.  New Inn Pub, Roydon.   
8pm.  Includes buffet. Any special dietary requirements 
please let Pauline know.  
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2017 CLUB NOTICES CONTINUED 
 

 
Sat 15 April 2017 

 
Thames Cruise on Thames Barge "Hydrogen" leaving 
Tower Pier (to be confirmed) at approx 10 am, returning 
4.30-5pm.  £70 a head includes the cruise, coffee + 
biscuits, Hot Lunch, afternoon tea and cakes.   There is 
also a bar on board.  
Sue has a few tickets left so do please contact her 
asap if you wish to be included or if have any 
friends who want to come.  
 

 
Monthly lunch - Wednesday 30 November  
 
The Three Horseshoes Festive Menu will be available in addition to their everyday 
menu when we meet for lunch on Wednesday 30 November.  The cost of the Festive 
menu is £17.99 for 2 and 3 courses £20.99.    
 
 
See Festive menu below:- 
 

Starters Chorizo Bubble and Squeak 
Pork Liver, Duck and Orange Pate 
Roast Parsnip, Honey and Sage Soup (V) 
Crayfish Cocktail 
 

Mains Hand Carved Turkey 
Pan Fried Duck Breast 
Slow Cooked Rib of Beef (£2 supplement) 
Pan Friend Lamb Rump (£2 supplement) 
Chef & Brewer Festive Burger 
Oven Roasted Cod Loin 
Winter Roulade (V) 
 

Puddings Festive Fruit and Butterscotch Pudding 
Triple Chocolate Brownie 
Gingerbread Cheesecake 
Apple and Mince Pie Crumble 
Cheese and Biscuits (£1 supplement) 
 

 

Sue only needs to know:- 
 
1.  The number of places you require -  by 15th November. 
2.  If you require the FESTIVAL or the DAILY menu? 
 
We will then order on the day in the usual manner.  
 

********************************** 
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NOSTALGIA 
 
 Staying in the lovely city of Liverpool on 

 Magic  for a few days, we booked a 

 flight with two of our friends to 

 Belfast in Ireland.  Tony and 

 Margaret years ago owned The Plough 

 in Great Mundon where the famous 

 Compton cinema organ was installed 

 and I was resident organist for many 

 years. This organ came from the 

 Gaumont in Finchley.  They also had in 

 storage (dismantled) in the barn 

another Compton cinema organ from a cinema in Uxbridge.  Ernie from Ireland had 

heard about this stored historic instrument and came over from Ireland to buy it.   

 
It took him many years to restore and is one of the best restorations I have ever seen.  

He built a 6-screen cinema (Movieland) in Newtownard just outside Belfast where the 

organ was placed on a glass fronted balcony above the foyer along with pipes, 

percussion and a piano on other balconies, all of which can been seen from the foyer 

below.  I was invited to play although a little out of practice as I only have a single 

keyboard on the boat I pitched in (pun intended) and really enjoyed myself.  I haven't 

played since my times in the Gordon Craig Theatre in Stevenage in 2011.  We were 

unexpectedly and delighted to accept the invitation to return the next day.   

 
 Glad to say there was an improvement 

 in playing which is just as well as 

 unbeknown to me Ernie opened the  

 cinema and a school of children with 

 their teachers were all lined up below, 

 little faces turned upwards in awe.  The 

 teachers said they knew the organ was 

 there but didn't realise it worked.  I 

 only became aware when I heard the 

 applause as you have your back turned 

 thus allowing full view of the 

keyboards.  Glad I used the “toys”,  a whistling bird whilst I played “A Nightingale Sang 

in Berkley Square” as it amused the children.  Ernie now has a CD with photos and 

sound recording which I was also gladly unaware of, eek! 

 
Whilst in N.Ireland we managed a trip to Bushmills Brewery where Richard also got my 

glass of gold liquid.  We drove by the beautiful Mountains of Mourne to the Giants 

Causeway.  Sadly they charge a lot for entry and it's a long walk and we didn't have 

enough time as we had to get back to the airport for the return to Liverpool and our 

boat. 

 

Mimi Alderman. 

 

(It must have been quite a surprise when you heard the applause!  Something tells me 

you will be welcomed back there any time Mimi  - Editor). 
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The River Weaver 
 
As some of you may know Chris and I have 
moved the boat from its original mooring 
at Broxbourne up to the midlands and 
beyond.  Last winter we moored up at 
Talbot Marina in Market Drayton and 
were made very welcome there.  We 
enjoyed our stay on the Shropshire Union 
but it was time to move onto pastures 
new. 
 
It was July before we managed to get 
away this year having been very busy 
organising a village weekend event of 
Open Gardens and Scarecrows, we were 
ready for a relaxing time on our boat. 
 
So onward ever Northward, past the 
Llangollen Canal which we conquered last 
year, on to Chester.  We loved the City 
and would have spent longer there but 
Robert arriving from Bristol insisted on 
'country' time rather than staying in the 
City.  If you have not visited, it is a 
destination not to be missed. 
 
Back we came to the Middlewich Branch 
where we had to leave the boat for 3 
weeks and return home.  Demoiselle 
rested peacefully with Barbridge Marina 
while we sorted out home matters.  
Returning early August we pushed on to  
 
the end of the Middlewich branch of the 
Shropshire Union and turned left onto the 
Trent and Mersey Canal. 
 
Once past the bottleneck of Middlewich, 
we had an easy and relaxing journey along 
the pound to the Anderton Lift.  This is an 
amazing piece of Victorian engineering, 
still operating (albeit now with electricity) 
after 160 years.  Demoiselle duly behaved 
in the caisson and was taken down the 50' 
to the River Weaver.  
 

En route to the Lift we had stopped to 
explore the Lion Saltworks - another must 
to visit if you are passing.  It is a tastefully 
recreated history of the mineral salt 
mining in this area which has led to many 
excavations collapsing in the area and 
creating 'flashes' - lakes.  These have been 
naturalised and provide wonderful havens 
for the wildfowl and flora and fauna that 
abounds around them. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The  River Weaver Navigation is wide and 
gentle.  The massive locks are all operated 
by CRT staff as they were built for 
industrial barges taking the mineral salt 
out to sea via the Manchester Ship Canal 
which the Weaver empties into.  There is 
still a lot of industry on the West side of 
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the River but a lot of it is either derelict or 
only partially in use.  Chemical factories 
abound - we motored down past the old 
ICI factory at the Manchester Ship Canal 
end of the River - I would not like to break 
down there.  Many warning signs of 
hazardous chemicals.  In time I expect 
most of the factories will be replaced by 
housing. 
 

 

Northwich on the River has a very smart 
brand new marina and is well served by a 
waterfront Waitrose and all facilities.  We 
travelled to both ends of the Weaver and 
generally had the most beautiful weather 
England can provide.   
 
Boating is such fun in good weather!! 
 
We are exploring the Trent and Mersey 
south of the Lift now and then plan to 
take the Macclesfield Canal up to the 
Leeds and Liverpool next season - but who 
knows, plans change! 
 
Maybe see you on the Cut. 
 
Chris and Vicky 
NB Damoiselle 

 
 

************************************** 
 
 
Please note Sue and Robbie's new address is:   
 

rsbarpf22@sky.com 
 
 

************************************** 

And finally, may I say that this edition is far larger than I had ever hoped for so a 

huge "thank you" to all my wonderful contributors!   Keep it up for the next 

edition due end January/February 2017 time.   A very grateful Editor!   Sue 

 

 

 


